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Abstract
Heat transfer under conditions of oscillating pressure and oscillating flow occurs in almost
every reciprocating energy conversion machine and can have large effects on the engine
performance. This is particularly important in closed-machines such as Stirling engines.
Most computer models of reciprocating engines predict this heat transfer by using
correlations developed for steady pressure, steady flow conditions. It has been proven
that these correlations are inadequate for predicting heat transfer in an oscillating
environment.
A large test apparatus has been built that simulates the oscillating pressure oscillating flow
conditions found in actual Stirling machines. This apparatus can measure velocity,
pressure, centerline temperature, wall temperature, and heat flux. Velocity and
temperature profiles can also be taken across the diameter of the pipe. This work
addresses the collection of baseline data under conditions of oscillating pressure and
oscillating flow by (a) determining an effective seeding method for the laser Doppler
Velocimeter, (b) reducing noise so that accurate data can be taken, and (c) recording and
analyzing baseline heat transfer data.
Results show that the phase shift between centerline-wall temperature difference and heat
flux is dependent on both oscillating Peclet number and compressor phase angle.
Measurements using a laser Doppler velocimeter were made for the first time in an
oscillating pressure and oscillating flow experiment.
Thesis Supervisors: Dr. Joseph L. Smith, Jr., and John H. Lienhard V
Titles: Professors of Mechanical Engineering
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Nomenclature
cp Specific heat at constant pressure
c, Specific heat at constant volume
B Angle of incidence of seed particle striking probe volume
df Distance between two adjacent fringes in probe volume
d. Half width of probe volume
D Diameter of pipe
Dh Hydraulic Diameter
D, 2 Laser beam diameter based upon e2 intensity at front focusing lens
f Frequency of piston oscillations
h Heat transfer coefficient
hc Complex heat transfer coefficient
i -
k Thermal conductivity of gas
1~ Length of probe volume
n n-th harmonic
Nu. Magnitude of complex Nusselt number
Nui Imaginary part of complex Nusselt number
Nu, Real part of complex Nusselt number
P Pressure
Pe, Oscillating flow Peclet number, )2/ca
q Heat flux
qc Complex heat flux
qn Magnitude of n-th harmonic complex heat flux
rp Pressure ratio, (max pressure per cycle)/(min pressure per cycle)
r Radius
Re Reynolds number, VmD/v
t Time
T Temperature
Tc Centerline gas temperature
Tw Wall temperature
U Internal energy
v Radial velocity component in a pipe
V Volume
c Thermal diffusivity
6 Stokes boundary layer thickness, (2v/co)A
AT Temperature difference between center line gas temperature and wall
temperature
AT. Magnitude of n-th harmonic complex temperature difference
K Half angle between two incident laser beams
. Wavelength of laser beam
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ev Kinematic viscosity
Phase angle of harmonic
apt Pfriem's variable
by Phase angle between compressors
p Density
WI Angular frequency
SUBSCRIPTS
c Complex, Centerline
i Imaginary component
n n-th harmonic
'r Real component
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The working spaces of many energy conversion machines operate under conditions
of oscillating pressure and oscillating flow. Recently, there has been much research
focused on the heat transfer phenomena associated with these machines. This heat
transfer phenomenon is especially important in the design of emerging technologies such
as gas springs, pulse-tube refrigerators, cryocoolers, and Stirling Engines. The objective
of this work has been to come up with better heat transfer correlations that can be used to
design reciprocating engines, especially Stirling engines.
The design of most Stirling engines has been based on expressions that were developed for
steady-pressure, steady flow conditions. It has been proven that these expressions are
unable to describe oscillatory heat transfer accurately. Recently, correlations have been
developed that describe this heat transfer phenomenon using a complex Nusselt number.
More work needs to be done to develop accurate correlations using the complex Nusselt
number model. An experimental apparatus has been built that simulates an alpha-type
Stirling engine. This apparatus will facilitate the study of this heat transfer phenomenon
over a wide range of engine conditions.
This thesis describes steps taken to optimize test apparatus so that accurate data
can be taken. Also, the application of laser Doppler velocometery in an oscillating
pressure, oscillating flow field is described. This test apparatus can now record velocity,
centerline temperature, wall temperature, pressure, heat flux, and crank angle
simultaneously. Some improved baseline data was taken and is presented later in this
thesis.
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1.2 Stirling Engines
Most energy-conversion machines operate under conditions of oscillating pressure
and oscillating flow. One such emerging technology is the Stirling Engine. Stirling
Engines have continued to develop world-wide, despite their higher costs, because of their
high efficiency, low pollution, low maintenance cost, quiet operation, and the ability to use
any heat source. They can be used in many applications including heat pumps, engines,
and electricity generation. One such use for Stirling engines that is being investigated is to
use them as auxiliary power units for space applications.
A Stirling Engine is fundamentally like any heat engine. It goes through the four
basic processes of compression, heating, expansion, and cooling. Figure 1.1 shows the
seven fundamental parts of an alpha Stirling engine. The hot and cold gas spaces are
connected by a gas heater, regenerator, and a cooler. The hot-spaced and cold spaced
pistons convert the thermal energy into mechanical work. Though there are many
different Stirling arrangements, the current experiment is best represented by this alpha
Stirling arrangement.
An example of an ideal Stirling cycle is shown in figure 1.2. This cycle will be
described below.
(1) to (2)
At the start of the cycle, it assumed that all the working fluid is in the cold space
and the volume is at a maximum. The gas is then compressed by the cold-spaced piston
while the hot-spaced piston remains stationary. The compression process is isothermal
maintained by heat rejection through the cylinder walls.
11
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Figure 1.1 Alpha Type Stirling Engine Configuration
(2) to (3)
The compressed working fluid is then shuttled to the hot side through the
regenerator in a constant volume process. The fluid is heated from Tmin to Tmax when
the fluid passes through the regenerator. The increase in temperature causes a
corresponding increase in pressure of the fluid.
(3) to (4)
The fluid then expands driving the hot piston outward while the cold piston
remains stationary. This expansion causes the pressure inside the cylinder to decrease.
Heat is added through the cylinder walls to make the expansion process isothermal.
(4) to (1)
The final process in the cycle the is transfer of working fluid from the hot side to
the cold. Heat is transferred to the regenerator from the working fluid. This transfer of
heat drops the working fluid's temperature from Tmax to Tmin. This heat energy is then
stored in the regenerator until process (2) to (3) of the next cycle.
12
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Figure 1.2 Ideal Stirling Engine Cycle
The cycle described above is an ideal Stirling cycle. There are many factors that
reduce the efficiency of a practical Stirling engine. First, the ideal cycle assumed that the
entire working fluid was uniform at any given point in the cycle. This would mean that
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there was infinite heat transfer between the cylinder walls and the working fluid.
Compression and expansion parts were assumed to be isothermal or isentropic which
would require zero heat transfer between the cylinder walls and the working fluid. It was
also assumed that there was no dead volume in the engine and that the fluid was either in
the cold space or the hot space at any given time. The motion of the pistons was also
assumed to move in some discontinuous way to satisfy the proper fluid distribution.
Mechanical and aerodynamic friction losses were also ignored. These are few of the major
factors that limit the efficiency of practical Stirling engines.
1.3 Explanation of Heat Transfer Phenomena
Stirling engines, like most energy conversion machines operate under conditions of
oscillating pressure and oscillating flow.
Figure 1.3 shows a typical temperature profile for an internal pipe for steady-
pressure, steady flow conditions. Under these conditions, Newton's law is used to predict
the convective part of heat transfer. Newton's Law states that the heat flux is proportional
to wall-bulk gas temperature difference. Most of the Stirling engine models have been
based on this engineering approximation.
During compression and expansion, this approximation no longer holds. To
simplify the explanation of the heat transfer phenomena, a simple piston cylinder
arrangement shown in Figure 1.4 will be used to describe the heat transfer phenomena.
Figure 1.4(a) shows the temperature profile of a gas being compressed to near top dead
center position. In Figure 1.4(b) the piston has reached top dead center. At this position,
the center gas is very hot while the boundary layer is cooled to near wall temperature. As
the piston is expanded downward, work is extracted from all the gas. During this initial
expansion, the boundary layer temperature is now less than the wall temperature.
However, the center gas temperature is still much greater than the wall temperature.
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qNewtons Law
q=h (Tc-Tw)
Figure 1.3 Typical Temperature Profile for an Internal Pipe Under Steady Pressure,
Steady Flow Conditions
Compression Top Dead Center Initial Expansion
* Newton's Law would predict heat loss at initial expansion
Figure 1.4 Simple Example Showing the Breakdown of Newton's Law
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Newton's law would predict heat transfer out of the cylinder because the bulk mean
temperature is greater than the wall temperature. The opposite is true since the
temperature gradient in the boundary layer is in the opposite direction to the wall bulk gas
temperature difference.
Figure 1.5 shows how Newton's law breaks down during a typical piston cylinder
cycle. Newton's Law can be written as:
Nu =- q (1.1
k (T, -T.)
where,
DNu=-- h
k
30
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I
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Figure 1.5 Inadequacy of Newton's Law (Kornhauser, 1989)
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When the piston is halfway between top dead and bottom dead center,
experimental results show a positive heat flux with a zero wall-bulk mean temperature
difference. This equates to an infinite Nusselt number which is impossible. Another gross
abnormality can be seen when the piston has just past top dead center. At this point there
is a positive temperature gradient, but the heat flux is zero. This results in a value of zero
for the Nusselt number. This pattern of inconsistency repeats itself throughout the cycle.
From the examples and results given above, it is obvious that a better heat transfer model
has to be formulated to predict the heat transfer in oscillating pressure/oscillating flow
machinery.
1.4 Research Objectives
The objectives for this research project were to:
(a) Develop a computer code that will smooth and reduce data into its harmonics.
Also, develop code that will take this reduced data and correlate it to the complex Nusselt
number model.
(b) Reduce the noise in all the instrumentation.
(c) Configure system so that heat flux, wall temperature, centerline temperature,
pressure, velocity, and shaft position are taken simultaneously.
(d) Develop a new seeding system for the laser Doppler velocimeter that is
effective in an oscillating pressure oscillating flow environment.
(e) Collect baseline data across the frequency range of the apparatus while varying
the phase angle between the two compressors and maintaining the pressure ratio close to
2.0.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus
This chapter describes the apparatus with particular emphasis placed on the Phase
4 modifications. The reader is directed to the 1991 M.S. thesis of Young Ho for a more
detailed description of the overall test apparatus. Ho is credited for building the test
apparatus as well as installing part of the instrumentation. Phase 2 of this experiment
was carried out by Alexander Tziranis. He redesigned the test section by adding a heat
flux gage to measure wall heat flux and a traversing thermocouple. A detailed
description of these improvements can be found in Tziranis' 1992 thesis. Charles Dean
was responsible for the Phase 3 work. Dean modified the phase 2 apparatus so that it
would accommodate a laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV). This consisted of installing the
laser as well as building a traversing system. This traversing system was used to take
velocity profiles. Dean also developed a mineral oil smoke generator used to seed the
laser. Phase 3 work can be found in Dean's 1993 thesis. Most of the ground work for
this apparatus was completed in phase 1-3. Much of the phase 4 work involved
optimizing the system so that accurate data could be taken. These modifications will be
talked about later in this chapter. First, a general description of the test apparatus will be
given.
2.1 Description
2.1.1 Mechanical Apparatus
The mechanical part of the experimental apparatus is presented in figure 2.1.
This apparatus can be broken down into seven parts.
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Figure 2.1 Mechanical Part of Experimental Apparatus (Ho, 1991)
(a) Motor: A 25 HP Westinghouse type SK DC motor was used to drive the
compressors through a series of belts and pulleys.. This motor could run from 0-450
RPM at a pressure range of 0-100 psi.
(b) Compressors: Two Joy heavy-duty stationary double-acting single-stage
class WG-9 compressors were used. They had a 9-in stroke and an 11-in bore. Each
compressor had eight valve ports, one intake port, and one exhaust port.
(c) Bounce Volume: A bounce volume was added to the system to lessen the
load on the DC motor during high pressure runs.
(d) Drive Tube: The drive tube connects the crank shaft of the two compressors.
It allowed for adjustment of the phase angle between compressors.
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(e) Inertial Sheaves: The sheaves add interia to the rotating compressors. This
helps keep the angular velocity steady during each cycle of rotation.
(f) Adjustable Dead Volumes: Two dead volumes are connected to each
compressor through valve ports. The dead volumes are used to control the pressure ratio
of the system. The location of the test section along the pipe can be moved without
physically moving the test section by simply changing the distribution of dead volume
between the compressors.
(g) Test Section: The test section was taken from Kornhauser's two-space
experiment. The test section housed all the instrumentation. A schematic of this test
section is shown in Figure 2.2.
CENTER SECTION
PRESSURE Mt I I VtK INU
TRANSDUCER FLUX THERMOCOUPLEGAGE
Figure 2.2 Instrumentation Configuration of Test Section (Dean, 1992)
2.1.2 Instrumentation
There are six sensors that make up the instrumentation part of the test apparatus:
They are as follows:
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(a) Pressure: Pressure was measured with a Kultite Model XT-190 strain gage
pressure transducer. This transducer had a range of 0-100 psi. The sensor was mounted
slightly off center. This was not a problem because the pressure was assumed constant
through out the apparatus.
(b) Wall Temperature: A Medthem model PTF-100-20404 resistance temperature
detector (RTD) was used to measure the wall temperature. This gage was also placed off
center. It is assumed that the effect from this is so small that it can be neglected.
(c) Center line Temperature: The centerline gas temperature was measured using
a Type E fast-response thermocouple custom made by the Paul Beckman Company. The
main body of the probe is housed inside a .125-inch, 5.5-inch long stainless steel cone.
The micro-disc thermocouple junction is located on the end of a 0.1" long 3 mil diameter
quartz sheath housed inside an 8 mil diameter stainless steel tube. These thermocouples
are sturdy enough to withstand Mach 4.0 flows. They were redesigned because the
original thermocouple housing was too thin causing the thermocouple to snap at high
speed runs over 5 Hz. The thermocouple was attached to a traversing unit which allows
for a temperature profile of the flow to be taken.
A more detailed explanation of how the output from these instruments is
amplified can be found in Appendix B of Kornhauser's 1989 thesis.
(d) Crank Angle and Phase between Compressors: The crank angle was
measured using a Vernitech Model VOE-023 optical encoder. This encoder pulsed 1200
times per revolution with a reset at the end of each cycle. The encoder was located on
the side with the DC. motor. The phase angle between the compressors was set by first
rotating the undriven piston to bottom dead center. The encoder was positioned so that it
would reset when the driven piston reached bottom dead center. Once both pistons are at
bottom dead center, the driven piston can then be rotated to the desired phase by counting
the number of encoder pulses.
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(e) Wall Heat Flux: Heat flux was measured by a RdF Corporation model 20455-
1 heat flux sensor. This sensor gave a direct measurement of heat flux through the walls.
The sensor consists of two thermocouples separated by a .0005 inch substrate. The heat
flux can be directly calculated from the voltage difference of the two thermocouples.
Tziranis found that the sensor had a response of at least 8.0 Hz with a manufactured
specified response of 50 Hz. The signal from the heat flux gage was amplified 10,000
times by two 100 gain amplifiers. The first amplifier was an Analog Device 288J which
was used to control the D.C. offset. The amplified signal was filtered by a 192 Hz RC
low pass filter and fed into an Analog Device AD624 precision amplifier.
(f) Velocity: Velocity measurements were taken by an Aerometrics 300mW
Argon ion laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV). The LDV system consists of four main
parts; the power supply, the laser, fiber drive, photodetector, digital signal analyzer
(DSA), and a 486 8MB RAM computer. The beam produced by the laser enters the fiber
drive were it splits into two beams of different frequencies. The beams pass through the
fiber optic cable and exit out through the transceiver head. Light corresponding to
velocity reading is then reflected back through the transceiver and fiber optic cable and
into the photodetector. The photodetector transforms the light signal into a
corresponding voltage signal. The DSA then processes signal and determines the
velocity. This data point is stored in the computer's memory. Further explanation of the
general principals of LDV can be found in Chapter 3. The LDV is mounted on a
traversing system which allows for velocity profiles of the flow to be taken. The laser is
seeded by injecting dry talcum powder into the system at the compressor heads. A more
detailed explanation of this seeding method can be found in Chapter 3.
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2.2 Phase 4 Modifications
2.2.1 Noise Reduction
During Phase 3 of this experiment, there were large noise problem in most of the
instrumentation. The data that was collected could not be relied on to give accurate
correlations. One of the main noise problems was 60 Hz noise. This noise showed up
most prevalently in the traversing thermocouple and the heat flux gage. Figure 2.3
shows an example of typical heat flux data from phase 3. This noise was reduced from
the thermocouple and the heat flux gage by eliminating any excess wire and proper
shielding of the wire leads. A 192 Hz RC low pass filter was installed to help reduce
most of the high frequency noise in the heat flux gage. Figure 2.4 shows typical heat
flux data from phase 4. As one can see much of the 60 Hz noise has been eliminated.
Another major noise problem occurred in the Omnichrome power supply for the
laser. The power supply produced a 62.5 kHz spike which infiltrated all the
instrumentation. This spike corresponded to the power supply's switching frequency. It
was especially troublesome in the LDV system because the LDV's signal processor read
this spike as a velocity which distorted the data. This problem was remedied by moving
laser's power supply as far away from the instrumentation as possible. The power supply
was then shielded by covering it with an Aluminum foil wrapped box.
2.2.2 LDV Triggering System
The existing data acquisition system was redesigned so that all the data could be
taken simultaneously. This was needed because the LDV data acquisition system could
only handle two external inputs during a typical run. Therefore, two separate runs
23
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Figure 2.3 Original Raw Heat Flux Data
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Figure 2.4 Improved Raw Heat Flux Data
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needed to be taken to get a full data set. This problem was reconciled by using a second
data acquisition system, a Kiethley Metrabyte DAS-20 board, to take all the external
input data.
Every time the LDV system took a velocity reading, it would send a triggering
pulse to the DAS-20 board. The DAS-20 would then record all the external input data.
Both the data acquisition systems would collect encoder position data. The two files
could then be combined and lined up by matching the encoder positions.
This system was not used to collect data for this work due to some complications.
First, the DAS-20 board could not keep up with the speed of the LDV board. Therefore,
the DAS-20 board missed much of the data the LDV system acquired. It was also
deemed necessary to simplify the whole data collection process while the LDV seeding
was being optimized. It is recommended that once the seeding method is optimized, this
new data acquisition system should be implemented.
2.2.3 Clear Test Section
A clear test section was built to get a better understanding of the flow
characteristics inside the test section. The test section was made out of 1.75" inside
diameter by 0.125" thick cast acrylic. This matched the inside diameter of the actual test
section. The test section was made with three tube pieces. These pieces were held
together by two 2.0" inside diameter cast acrylic tubes. The end flanges were machined
out of a one inch thick cast acrylic sheet. These flanges connected to the existing elbow
flanges coming out of the compressors.
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2.2.4 New LDV Seeding Method
A new seeding method was developed that was quite effective in the oscillating
pressure/oscillating flow environment. The method consisted of injecting dry talcum
powder into the compressor heads. A more detailed explanation of this method can be
found in Chapter 3.
2.2.5 LDV Couplers
New couplers were designed and installed into the existing system. The coupler's
job was to take the laser beam and focus it into the fiber optic cable so that a minimum
amount of light power was lost. This laser light then traveled through the fiber head and
was ejected out through the transceiver. The original couplers were very difficult to
adjust and had poor stability. The vibrations during a run from the test apparatus would
knock the couplers out of place. The new couplers have totally eliminated both of these
problems. They use knurl knobs instead of Allen wrenches to position the coupler. The
new couplers rarely need to be adjusted once set.
2.2.6 Data Reduction Software
Data reduction software was developed that took the raw data and decomposed it
into its harmonics. The program was structured by first reading in the velocity, encoder
position and the other selected instruments. The velocity data was then analyzed and any
extraneous points were thrown out. All the data was then sorted by encoder position.
Another check was performed at this point to determine if the data was too sparse. The
data was then smoothed by separating the data into 7.50 windows. The data in each
window was then averaged. The averaged data was decomposed into five harmonics
using a discrete Fourier Transform.
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A version of this software was also created that performed a turbulence study on
the velocity data. It determined the average RMS velocity for every 7.50 window of
data.
Another program was written that took the harmonically decomposed data and
determined the imaginary and real components of the complex Nusselt number for each
harmonic. This program also determined the phase shift between heat flux and gas-wall
temperature difference.
These programs can be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 3
Seeding Methods for LDV
Laser Doppler Velocimetry is a very popular tool used to measure velocity in
different types of flow fields. LDV is advantageous to other velocity measuring
instruments because it is more accurate and non intrusive to the flow. The way LDV
works is that it measures the velocity of visible particles called seeds. If there are no
visible particles, the LDV system will not be able to collect data. The "disappearance" of
the seeding particle occurred in this experimental setup at certain parts of the cycle. This
chapter describes the difficulties and solutions to seeding in an oscillating pressure and
oscillating flow environment.
3.1 Principles of LDV
A single laser beam is generated by a laser. This beam then passes through a
Bragg cell were it is split into two beams with different frequencies. These two beams are
then sent out through a transceiver and intersect at a predetermined distance. The
frequency shift between the two beams creates an interference or "fringe" pattern at the
intersection which is depicted in Figure 3.1. The fringe pattern is composed of planar
layers of high and low intensity light. The three dimensional area where the two beams
intersect is called the probe volume (Figure 3.2). This probe volume has an ellipsoidal
shape. The dimensions are as follows:
4f%
d,,= (width of probe volume) (3.1)
De -2
1, = d (length of probe volume) (3.2)
tan K
d (fringe spacing) (3.3)2sinK
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where,
f
D¢-2
Dx_
A
= the focal length of the transmitting lens
= the diameter of the focused beam
= the wavelength of the laser light
= the half-angle between the beams
I .- _
* VOLUME
PARTICLE
Figure 3.1 Particle Passing Through a Fringe Pattern
Figure 3.2 Probe Volume
As a particle passes through the probe volume, it disrupts the fringe pattern
causing a scattered light signal with sinusoidally varying intensity. This signal is called a
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Doppler burst which is displayed in Figure 3.3. Each spike in the burst represents the time
when the particle passed through a fringe line.
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Figure 3.3 Doppler Burst Signal
This scattered light signal is then picked up by a photodetector. The
photodetector transforms the light signal into an equivalent voltage signal. The voltage
signal is then filtered and fed through a signal processor. The velocity of the particle can
easily be determined because the space between fringes, dp; and the time it takes a particle
to pass through two fringes, t, are known. Simply stated:
F (3.4)t
3.2 Previous Seeding Methods
3.2.1 Oil Smoke Generator
The original seeding apparatus used for the experiment was a mineral oil smoke
generator. This device is depicted in Figure 3.4. The generator used 40 psi air to draw
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mineral oil up into the burn chamber by the Venturi effect. The air/oil mixture was then
heated in the burn chamber by a propane blow torch. The resulting oil smoke was injected
into the test section until the entire test section was saturated with smoke. The generator
was then turned off and data was taken.
SMOKE TO
CYL I NDER
OIL
LEVEL
WINDO
HOUSE
AIR
INLET
Figure 3.4 Mineral Oil Smoke Generator
There were many reasons why mineral oil was initially chosen as the seed for the laser.
The main reason was that mineral oil had a very low vapor pressure. It was assumed that
because of this low vapor pressure the fine liquid droplets would not evaporate in the
oscillating pressure environment. The oil particle size averaged about 1.3 m in diameter
which is an adequate size for LDV systems. The mineral oil was also non corrosive and
actually helped lubricate the compressors once it precipitated out from the air. Another
advantage of the mineral oil was that it did not cloud up the view window for the laser.
Although mineral oil seemed like a good seed, it was proven ineffective in an oscillating
pressure/oscillating flow environment. This conclusion was made after discovering an
interesting phenomenon inside the test section. It was discovered that the seeding particle
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evaporated at the high pressure part of the cycle. Therefore, the LDV only "saw" particles
during the low pressure part of the cycle. Figure 3.5 shows a typical histogram of the
data that was collected using mineral oil. As seen from the graph, data was only acquired
for about one third of the cycle. One would expect to see two humps in this histogram at
the positive and negative velocities. Figure 3.6 displays this same data in an alternate
form. This figure shows the range in which data was recorded until the seed evaporated.
It can clearly be seen from these two plots that data is only being collected at a certain
part of the cycle. This collected data corresponded to the low pressure part of the cycle.
This evaporation effect could be seen visually when the clear test section was used. Once
this effect was discovered, alternate seeding methods were tried.
3.2.2 Propylene Glycol
The first alternative to the original seeding method was to try a different seeding
particle. Propylene glycol was chosen because it had a low vapor pressure comparable to
mineral oil. The smoke produced by the smoke generator was also much whiter and
denser than mineral oil. However, the evaporation effect occurred with this seed as well.
The pressure ratio inside the test section was then lowered from 2.0 to 1.3. This only
slightly improved the results.
3.2.3 Smoke Injection
The next alteration to the system was to inject smoke into the system as the
experiment was running. This was accomplished by adding a check valve to one of the
cylinder heads. During the low pressure part of the cycle, smoke would be sucked into the
cylinders. It was hoped that the smoke would not have enough time to evaporate by the
time it got to the center of the test section. The results using this method improved data
collection somewhat, but the data was still very sparse during the high pressure part of the
cycle.
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One of the main reasons why this method failed was because the concentration and
the particle size were very different at the different parts of the cycle. LDV performs
much better in an environment were the concentration and size of the particles stay
relatively constant.
3.2.4 Alcohol Talcum Atomizer
It was finally decided that liquid seed particles would not be stable enough for the
oscillating pressure/oscillating flow environment. A new method using a solid seed
particle was tried. The proposed method was to take talcum powder and dissolve it in
ethyl alcohol. The talcum/alcohol mixture would then be atomized with air by applying
the Venturi effect. The alcohol would quickly evaporate leaving just the free floating
talcum particle. Talcum Powder was chosen because its size averages about 3m in
diameter. This size was large enough that the LDV system could seeit, but not too large
that the particle could not follow the flow field.
The atomizer built to perform this task is shown in figure 3.7. The outer shell of
this atomizer is a tool oiler made by the Air Speed Tool Company. A capillary tube and
an air nozzle were then installed inside this tool oiler. There was also a reservoir to hold
the talcum-alcohol mixture inside the tube oiler. Compressed air was blown through the
nozzle. The talcum-alcohol mixture was then sucked up through the capillary tube due to
the Venturi effect and atomized. This atomized mixture was then injected into the test
section.
This method was also unsuccessful due to the volatility of the alcohol. The alcohol
behaved the same way as the mineral oil and propylene glycol. The effect was even more
pronounced with the alcohol. It was hoped that the alcohol would remain in the vapor
state once it was atomized and only the talcum particles would be visible. Although the
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system contained dispersed talcum particles, the low pressure condensation of the alcohol
dominated the system.
Air Inlet
Nozzle .I IL
Copilltar
Tube
Hole
Figure 3.7 Alcohol-Talcum Atomizer
3.3 Successful Seeding Method: Dry Talcum Powder Injection
It was concluded that the evaporation effect would occur if any form of liquid
vapor was injected into the system. It was, also, found that the higher the vapor pressure
of the liquid, the greater the effect. Therefore, a seeding method was developed that
added no liquid vapor to the system. Dry talcum power injectors shown in Figure 3.8
were added to the two compressors. These injectors consisted of a reservoir for the
talcum powder, a fine grain filter and a check valve. The talcum powder rested on top of
the filter. During the expansion of the pistons, the check valve opened up and talcum
powder was drawn through the filter and into the cylinder head. The filter allowed for
only the smallest particles to enter the system. As the compression part of the cycle
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began, the check valves closed off and the injected talcum powder particles passed
through the test section.
Fine Gro
Filter
V
TaLcum
Powder
nnel
Figure 3.8 Dry Talcum Injector
In order for this system to work effectively, the talcum powder injectors would be
left open for a couple of cycles. Once the injectors were shut off, data had to be
immediately taken. Within six cycles after shutting off the injectors, the same disappearing
effect occurred, where particles were only seen during the low pressure part of the cycle.
The evaporation explanation cannot be the case for the solid talcum particles. It is
believed that, at first, the laser was triggering on both talcum particles and water particles
from the moisture in the air. After a few cycles, the talcum particles deposited on the
cylinder walls leaving just water particles in the air. The laser then triggered only on the
water particles which exhibit the same phenomenon as the other liquid particles.
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Another interesting observation worth noting was that the talcum deposited mostly
in the cold space of the apparatus. This was detected during periodic cleanings of the test
section. The separation that occurred could be attributed to driven thermophoresis. This
separation effect could prove to be another application for Stirling engine processes.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
4.1 Complex Nusselt Number Model
It has been found from previous research that the heat transfer under oscillating
pressure and oscillating flow can be effectively described by a complex Nusselt number.
An ordinary heat transfer coefficient can only predict magnitude. The complex form of
the heat transfer coefficient can predict both magnitude and phase. Therefore, this
complex Nusselt can predict phase shift between the bulk gas-wall temperature difference
and the heat flux.
Pfriem(1943) was the first one to propose a complex heat transfer coefficient.
Pfriem solved a simplified one dimensional energy equation for an ideal gas under
oscillating pressure.
aT _ 2 T I P
= at a + . (4.1)
at x 2 Pcp at
The solution gave a complex gas temperature profile and a complex heat flux. He
then divided the complex heat flux by the complex gas temperature profile to come up
with a complex heat transfer coefficient.
Lee (1983) performed another heat transfer study independent from Pfriem's. This
model was also based on a simplification of the energy equation. Lee obtained the
resulting equations for the complex Nusselt number:
Nu = e [(1 l+i)tanhz] (4.2)
2 [l-tanhz/z]
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where, z=(1+ i) 32
D 2
Pe = o
Kornhauser and Smith (1988) proposed a complex Nusselt number based on Lee's
conduction model. In their model, Newton's law of convection was written with a
complex centerline temperature, heat transfer, and Nusselt number. The wall temperature
was assumed to be constant so it only had a real part. Newton's Law could then be
written as:
* I
q, k [9(Nuc)+ i3(Nu)] [$R(Tc -T.)+ i(T -T,.)] (4.3)
Assuming a sinusoidal temperature variation, the actual heat transfer which was equal to
the real part of the complex heat transfer could be expressed as:
q, =k N u,.(TT)+ N T d (4.4)
They experimentally measured the phase shift between heat transfer and bulk mean
temperature difference and correlated Nu, and Nui with Pee. Results showed that data
correlated with the model agreed quite well for high and low Pe,. A simple correlation
was found for Pe. over 100 which was:
Nu, = Nui = 0.56 (Pea)O.69 (4.5)
for l00< Pe,<10,000
The model used for the data analysis in this work is an extension of Kornhauser's
work. Kornhauser's model incorporated only the first harmonic into its analysis. The
revised complex Nusselt number (Yagyu and Smith, 1991) extends to the first and higher
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As in Kornhauser's model, Newton's law can be written in complex
form.
kqc= -kNu AT
DA ~C £
(4.6)
The complex Nusselt number can be solved for by rearranging the terms.
Nuc D qck 
(4.7)
The heat flux, q, and the center-wall temperature difference, ATc, can be then be written
in complex form.
N N
qc = q cos(2rnot - q) = r q. e'i2" -' *
n=O n-o
N
AT = E AT cos(2gnot - OT
.
)
n=O
(4.8)
(4.9)
N
= AT~e'(2 " )
By combining equation (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), the complex Nusselt number can be written
as:
N Dh q eNuc=O I -
n=o k ATei( J-* )
N Di q.
*= k AT
n= k AT,,
e-in(¢ *-T.)
N
= ENucne -i(A)
n=O
(4.10)
Each harmonic can be expressed, individually, in terms of a magnitude, INuc(n)I, and phase
shift, AO(n) as follows:
INu (n)l= D h qa
k AT,
(4.11)
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order harmonics.
AO(n) = n(Oq -OT)( )
Program "SMOOTHY5.FOR" performs a discrete Fourier Transform on the data and
breaks it up into its harmonics. "NUC2.FOR" takes this harmonically decomposed data
and performs the phasor algebra described above to come up with the Complex Nusselt
number for five harmonics.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
The initial step to acquire baseline data was to power up the computer, the LDV
system, and the amplifiers for the instrumentation. The system was given thirty minutes to
warm up. This allowed the instrument amplifiers drift to settle and the laser to reach
maximum power.
After the thirty minutes, the instruments were then calibrated. The resistance
temperature device (RTD) was calibrated against an alcohol thermometer. The RTD
voltage was read from the ALT-F2 (external input) page of the DSA software. The
voltage was then adjusted with a potentiometer so that it corresponded to the room
temperature. The equation used to perform this calibration was:
99TR + 32
VR = 5
13.1333
where,
TR = Room Temp. (C)
VRTD = RTD Voltage
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(4.12)
The Beckman Type E traversing thermocouple was also calibrated against the alcohol
thermometer. The voltage setting was backsolved from the equation:
TR = -5.767x10 -5 V 4 + 5.4809x10- 3 V3 +-.2210. V2 + 17.0225 -V
The pressure transducer was set to read -6.0 volts on the ALT-F2 page. This
setting corresponded to a zero gage pressure. The ambient pressure was recorded on a
data sheet where it would eventually be inputted into the data reduction software.
The heat flux gage was set to a reading of 0.0 volts. The amplifier gain setting was
then recorded on the data sheet. Since the heat flux readings varied greatly between runs,
the amplifier gain was either set at 1,000 or 10,000 to get adequate resolution.
The next step was to check the beam intensity of the two laser beams. The beams
were checked using a light power meter. The power meter was set to 514 nm which is the
wavelength of the beams. The carrier control knob was used to balance the intensity of
the two beams. The beams should be set so that their intensity is within 1 mW of each
other. Each beam should have an intensity of at least 10 mW. If the power per beam is
less than 10 mW, the fiber optic couplers need to be adjusted.
Next, the phase angle, Ai, between the compressors has to be set. The two
compressors were decoupled by loosening the bolts on the shrink disks at the driven
compressor end of the drive tube. The two compressors were then rotated to bottom
dead center. The encoder was positioned so that its reset triggered when the driven
compressor was at bottom dead center. The ALT-F2 menu of the DSA software was
used to monitor the shaft encoder position. Each encoder pulse represented 0.3 degrees
of crank angle. The driven sheave was then rotated until the desired phase angle was
reached. The two compressors were reconnected by tightening the bolts on the shrink
disk to 50 foot-pounds torque.
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The DC motor that drives the compressors was turned on and initial runs were
taken to check the pressure ratio. The pressure ratio was then adjusted to approximately
2.0 using the two dead volumes on each compressor. It is important that the two
compressors have the same dead volume. Therefore, an adjustment of the variable dead
volume must be made equally to both compressors.
The system was now ready to take data. The data was collected in two runs. One
run collected the pressure and heat flux data and the second run collected the centerline
and wall temperature. The frequency of the run could be increased by increasing the
voltage on the auto transformer that drove the DC motor. The piston frequency could
also be adjusted by changing the belt settings. The low belt setting allowed the motor to
drive the system between .08 to .98 HZ. Frequencies from 1.5 to 8.25 Hz could be
obtained when the high belt setting was used.
The system was run up to the desired frequency for data collection. The apparatus
was then run for five minutes so that steady state conditions could be reached. The talcum
powder seed was injected into the system for a few seconds. The injector valves were
shut off and a set of data was immediately collected. The valves were always shut off at
the low pressure part of the cycle. The frequency was increased to the next desired point
for data collection and the above procedure was then repeated. Once all the data was
collected over the entire frequency range of the system, the phase angle between the
compressors was changed to the next desired position and data was again collected. It is
important to note that there should be at least a five minute wait between runs. This
allows for the test apparatus to reach steady state conditions at the new frequency.
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4.3 Experimental Results
The first objective was to collect velocity data in an oscillating pressure, oscillating
flow environment. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a full data set, smoothed to five harmonics,
at two different frequencies. The pressure ratio of these two runs was 1.8 and the
compressor phase angle was set at 45°. These graphs show that velocity and pressure are
in phase with each other at A= 45° . The maximum frequency at which velocity data could
be taken was 1.00 Hz. The limiting factor was not the seeding method, but the LDV
system. In oscillating flow conditions, the LDV system's velocity range for collecting data
is diminished considerably.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show a comparison of the first harmonic complex Nusselt
numbers for --=0°O and =450 in phasor form. The Nusselt number magnitudes as a
function oscillating Peclet number, Pe, are graphed in Figure 4.3. It can be seen from this
graph that the magnitudes of the complex Nusselt numbers match up for oscillating Peclet
numbers less than 80. The results obtained for the phase shift (Figure 4.4) were very
unexpected. For low oscillating Peclet numbers, heat flux leads AT. As Pe.0 was
increased, the phase shift between heat flux and AT decreased until eventually AT lead
heat flux. This goes against the findings of Dean in 1993 and Kornhauser 1989. Dean
found that the phase shift between heat flux and AT increased for increasing Pe.. It is
believed the results presented in this thesis may be skewed due a gas leak in the undriven
compressor. Despite this asymmetric problem, it can clearly be seen that phase shift
between heat flux and AT was shifted upward when the compressor phase angle was
changed from --=0 to W=450. This agrees with the findings of Dean in 1993.
The second harmonic Nusselt number data, shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, behaved
similarly to the first harmonic data. The magnitudes for W=--0 to =--45° correlated quite
well for oscillating Peclet numbers under 180. The phase shift data also shifted upward
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when the compressor phase angle was shifted from =--0° to 45° which agreed with
Dean's findings.
A study of the complex Nusselt number for the first three harmonics of the N-=4 50
data was made (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). There is some overlap between the first two
harmonics at low Peclet numbers. However, as Pe, was increased past 50, the magnitude
of the complex Nusselt number and phase shift between heat flux and AT decreased for
decreasing harmonics. This contradicts the findings of Yagyu in 1991. Yagyu showed that
the magnitude and phase of the complex Nusselt number was the same for all harmonics.
However, a closer look at Yagyu's data indicates that the above trend is true.
Finally, a study was done to determine the effect of varying the dead volume ratio
between the two compressors shown in Figure 4.9. A volume ratio less than 1.0 means
the undriven compressor's dead volume is less than the driven compressors dead volume.
A volume ratio greater than 1.0 means the opposite is true. This adjustment in dead
volume had the same effect as moving the test section to a different location on the pipe.
As seen from the graph, an adjustment of the dead volume ratio in either direction, caused
a decrease in phase shift between heat flux and AT. It can also be observed from this
graph that the maximum phase shift does not occur when the dead volume is equal in both
compressors. This provides additional evidence that there is a leak in one of the
compressors that is skewing the data.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of the Study
The oscillating pressure and oscillating flow test apparatus is now ready to take
accurate heat transfer data except for the compressor leak. The main contributions of this
work were as follows.
1) A new LDV seeding method using talcum powder was developed that was effective in
an oscillating pressure and oscillating flow environment. This allowed for velocity
measurements to made for the first time at a pressure ratio of 1.8.
2) A new phenomenon was discovered for particles in an oscillating pressure and
oscillating flow field. Liquid and solid seeding particles disappear during the high
pressure part of the cycle and reappear during the low pressure part.
3) Data reduction software was developed that can take raw data and decompose it into
its harmonics. Another program was written that can calculate complex Nusselt
numbers from the harmonic data.
4) Noise was reduced in all the instrumentation enabling more accurate data to be taken.
5) Studies showed that although the data is skewed due to the compressor leak, the data
is consistent and reproducible.
6) Data indicates that changing the ratio of dead volume between the two cylinders had
the same effect as moving the test section to a different location on the pipe.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
1) The talcum powder seeding system should be optimized. This could be done attaching
injectors in the elbow flanges coming out of the compressors. This would allow for the
talcum powder to me more directly injected into the flow field.
2) The gas leaks in the compressors should be minimized. This will allow for accurate and
credible data to be taken.
3) A study should be done to determine the reason for disappearance of seed particles at
the high pressure part of the cycle. A study of particle separation inside the test
apparatus should also be done.
4) The new data acquisition system should be debugged so that all the data can be taken
simultaneously.
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Appendix A
Computer Programs
A.1 Data Smoothing and Decomposition Program, "SMOOTHYS.FOR"
c *
c This program takes the raw data and breaks it up into *
c it's harmonics. This output of this program is used *
c by NUCI which determines the complex Nusselt Number. *
c By William A. Grassmyer *
c *
CHARACTER*32 INPUT,DI
CHARACTER*12 CH,DV,CR1,CR2
CHARACTER AUTO*1,RUN*2,0UT*7,VOLT*3,FL*4,PH*3,ZY*1
DIMENSION V(4000),T(4000),EX1(4000),EX2(4000),KEN(4000),CH(2),
*VN(4000)TN(0TN4000),XlN(4000),EX2N(4000),XENN(4000),EN(4000),
*XSIN(200),XCOS(200) ,A(20),B,B1(20),A2(20),B2(20)
*,IC(so50),XX(20),Vl(361),CX1(361),CX2(361),XV(361),XC1(361),
*XC2 (361), VT(361)
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT BAROMETRIC PRESSURE(IN. HG):'
READ(*,*) BARO
WRITE(*, *)
83 WRITE(*,14)
14 FORMAT(/,5X,'COMBINE TWO FILES?',/,9X,'1) NO',/,9X,'2) YES',/)
READ(*,*) LF
IF(LF.NE.1.AND.LF.NZ.2) GOTO 83
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT THE VOLTAGE OF RUN(EX 050):'
READ(*, '(A3) ') VOLT
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT POSITION IN FLOW(EX 0200):'
READ(*,'(A4)') FL
WRITE(*,*)
OUT=VOLT//FL
WRITE(*,*) OUT
C WRITE(*,*)'INPUT NAME OF OUTPUT FILE(EX 0500200):'
C READ(*,517) OUT
517 FORMAT(A7)
WRITE(*,*)
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WRITE(*,*) 'PHASE ANGLE (EX. 045):'
READ(*, ' (A3) ') PH
WRITE(*,*) 'PHASE ANGLE (EX 45.):'
READ(*, ' (F6.2) ') PHI
WRITE(*,*) 'HEAT FLUX AMPLIFICATION:'
READ(*,*) HFA
WRITE(*,*) 'OTHER INFO ON DATA (32 CHARACTER MAX):'
READ(*,511) DI
511 FORMAT(A32)
OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE='C:\COEF\'//PH//'\'//OUT//'.COF',
*STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE='C:\CYCLE\'//PH//'\'//OUT//'.DAT',
*STATUS='UNKNOWN')
DO 377 MF=1,LF
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT NUMBER OF TEST DIRECTORY (EX 3)'
READ(*,'(A1)') AUTO
518 FORMAT (All)
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT RUN NUMBER OF FILE (EX 07):'
READ(*,'(A2)') RUN
WRITE(*, *)
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='C:\DSA4\DSADATA\EXPNAME\TEST\'
*//'RUN'//RUN//'\DSARAW.TXT',STATUS='OLD')
READ(3,*)
WRITE(*,*) 'C:\RAW\T'//AUTO//'R'//RUN//'.RAW'
OPEN(UNIT=21,FILE='C:\RAW\T'//AUTO//'RUN'//RUN//' .RAW',
*STATUS= 'UNKNOWN')
2 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'ENTER THE CORRECT #:',/,10X,'1) PRESSURE',
*/,10X,'2) HEAT FLUX',/,10X,'3) TEMP THERMOCOUPLE',/,10X
*,'4) TEMP RTD',/,1OX,'5) NO CALIBRATION')
WRITE(*, 2)
WRITE (*, 3)
3 FORMAT(/,5X,'FOR EXT INPUT #2:')
READ(*,*) KX1
4 FORMAT(/,5X,'FOR EXT INPUT #3:')
WRITE(*, 4)
READ(*,*) KX2
19 FORMAT(5F14.6)
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C THE DATA IS READ IN IN LINE 5. *
C NP= NUMBER OF POINTS OF RAW DATA, EX1&EX2= EXTERNAL INPUTS *
C V= VELOCITY, EN= ENCODER POSITION,T= TIME *
NP=1
C349 FORMAT(E15.6E4,2X,E15.6E4,2X,E15 .6E4,2X,E 15.6E4)
349 FORMAT(F15.12,2X,F15.12,2X,F15.12,2X,F15.12,2X,F15.12)
C 5 READ(3,349,END=8) V(NP),EN(NP),EX1(NP),EX2(NP),T(NP)
5 READ(3,349,END=8) V(NP),EN(NP),EX1(NP),EX2(NP),T(NP)
C WRITE(21,19) V(NP),EN(NP),EX1(NP),EX2(NP),T(NP)
WRITE(*,19) V(NP),EN(NP),EX1(NP),EX2(NP)
PAUSE
NP=NP+1
GOTO 5
8 NP=NP-1
DO 88 I=1,NP
88 KEN(I)=--EN(I)
NOP=NP
C SUBROUTINE SMOOTH EXAMINES THE VELOCITY DATA AND REJECTS ANY *
C EXTRANEOUS VELOCITY READINGS. THIS WAS DONE BECAUSE THE LDV *
C SYSTEM SOMETIMES READS RANDOM NOISE AS A DOPPLER BURST *
CALL SMOOTH(V,EX, EX2,T, KEN, NP,VN, TN, EXlN, EX2N, KENN)
C DO 27 I=1,NP
C 27 WRITE(*,*) KENN(I),VN(I)
C PTO=NOP-NP
C WRITE(*,*) PTO,NP
C PAUSE
C THE NEXT GROUP OF LINES DETERMINES HOW MANY CYCLES OF *
C DATA WERE TAKEN. THIS WAS DONE BY DETERMINING WERE THE *
C ENCODER RESETS. IF LESS THAN ONE CYCLE OF DATA WAS TAKEN *
C THE PROGRAM KICKS OUT AND DISPLAYS AN ERROR MESSAGE. *
C THE PERIOD OF ROTATION, PERA, IS ALSO DETERMINED. *
JT=O
DO 20 IT=2,NP
IF (KEN(IT)+10.LT.KEN(IT-1)) THEN
JT=JT+1
IC(JT)=IT
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
IF(JT.GE.2) GOTO 474
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IF(JT.EQ.1) THEN
DO 59 I=IC(1),NP
IF(KEN(2) .LE.KEN(I)) THEN
PERA=T (I) -T (2)
GOTO 889
ENDIF
59 CONTINUE
ENDIF
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR: ONE FULL PERIOD OF DATA WAS NOT TAKEN'
GOTO 701
474 PS=0O
DO 63 I=2,JT
Il=IC (JT-1)
I2=IC (JT)
PER=T (I2) -T (I1)
63 PS=PS+PER
PERA=PS/REAL(JT-1)
889 CONTINUE
C SUBROUTINE SORT TAKES THE DATA SETS AND SORTS IT BY THE *
C ENCODER POSITION. *
WRITE(*,*) 'LEAVE ME ALONE DAMMIT! IM SORTING'
CALL SORT(V,EX1,EX2,NP,T,KEN)
C INORDER TO PERFORM A FOURIER DECOMPOSITION THE DATA HAD TO *
C BE ARRANGED AT EQUAL TIME INTERVALS. SUBROUTINE GROUP *
C TAKES THE DATA AND SEPARATES IT INTO 7.5 DEGREE WINDOWS. *
C THE AVERAGE VALUE OF EACH WINDOW IS THEN DETERMINED. IF *
C THERE IS NO DATA IN A PARTICULAR WINDOW, AN AVERAGE VALUE *
C IS INTERPOLATED FROM THE DATA WINDOWS ON EACH SIDE *
CALL GROUP(NP,V,EXl,EX2, T, KEN, NW, VN, EXN, EX2N, TN, KENN)
C SUBROUTINE CONVRT CONVERTS THE DATA FROM VOLTS TO ITS *
C ITS RESPECTIVE UNITS. *
CALL CONVRT(KX1,KX2,NW, EXIN, EX2N, CH, BARO, HFA)
C SUBROUTINE FORIER TAKES THE AVERAGED DATA AND DECOMPOSES *
C IT INTO IS HARMONICS. M= THE NUMBER OF HARMONICS *
M=5
TIME=1200
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LLX=0
FRQ=1./PERA
CALL FORIER(NW,M,TIME, VN, KENN,A0,A,B,XSIN,XCOS, LLX,FRQ)
IF (KX1.EQ.2) THEN
LLX=1
ENDIF
CALL FORIER(NW,M,TIME, EXIN, KENN,A01,Al, B1, XSIN, XCOS, LLX, FRQ)
LLX=O
IF (KX2.EQ.2) THEN
LLX=1
ENDIF
CALL FORIER(NW,M,TIME,EX2N,XENN,A02,A2,B2,XSIN,XCOS,LLX,FRQ)
C THE VOLUME WAS THEN CALCUALTED FOR EVERY 7.5 DEGREES *
DO 118 I=l,NW
POS=REAL(KENN(I))/1200.
PI=3.1415927
RAD=2.*PI*POS
VLPI*11.**2./8.*(30.+9.*(1.+COS(RAD))-SQRT(
* (9.*COS(RAD))**2+819.))
VR=PI*11.**2./8.*(30.+9.*(1 .+COS(RAD-PHI))-SQRT(
(9.*COS(RAD-P HI))**2+819 .))
VTS=371.21+(2.00*16.84)
VFDV= (2.*726.) *1.6387*10.** (-5)
VADV0.
VTDV=VFDV+VADV
118 VT(I)=(VL+VR+VTS)*1.6387*10.**(-5)+VTDV
C RESULTS WERE THEN OUTPUTTED TO 2 DIFFERENT FILES. THE .COF *
C FILES CONTAIN ALL THE COEFICIANTS FOR THE DECOMPOSED *
C HARMONICS AND THE FREQUENCY OF ROTAION OF THE SYSTEM. THIS *
C FILE IS USED BY THE PROGRAM NUC1. THE .DAT FILES CONTAINS *
C DATA FOR EACH 7.5 DEGREE WINDOW USING THE HARMONICS. *
C***********************OUTPUT TO .COF FILES********************
716 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'DIRECTORY = AUTO',A1, '\RUN',A2,/)
WRITE(7,716) AUTO,RUN
IF(MF.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(7,717) VOLT,FL,PH,VTDV,BARO,DI
ENDIF
717 FORMAT(5X,'VOLTAGE = ',A6,/,5X,'FLOW POSN = ',A6,/,5X,
57
*'PHASE ANGLE= ',A6,/,5X,'DEAD VOLUME= ',F7.5,/,5X,
*'BARO PRESS = ',F7.3,/,5X,'NOTE = ',A32)
WRITE(7,555) CH(1),CH(2)
555 FORMAT(/,/,25X,'FOURIER COEFFICIENTS',/,/,2X,'HARMONIC',8X,
*'VELOCITY',10X,A12,10X,A12,/,/,16X,'A',7X,'B',12X,'A',8X,'B',
*12X, 'A',8X, 'B')
I=0
WRITE(7,566) I,AO,AO1,A02
566 FORMAT(4X,I2,6X,F7.3,13X,F8.3,14X,F8.3)
DO 700 I=1,M
700 WRITE(7,699) I,A(I),B(I),Al(I),Bl(I),A2(I),B2(I)
699 FORMAT(4X,I2,6X,F7.3,2X,F7.3,4X,F8.3,2X,F8.3,4X,F8.3,2X,F8.3)
WRITE(7,577) PERA
577 FORMAT(/,5X,'PERIOD=',F7.4,' SEC')
C****************OUTPUT TO .DAT FILE*****************************
DO 12 I=1,NW
POS=REAL(KENN(I))/1200.
TIM=POS*PERA
V1(I)= CURV(POS,AO,A,B,M,XX)
CX1(I)= CURV(POS,A01,A1,B1,M,XX)
12 CX2(I)= CURV(POS,A02,A2,B2,M,XX)
IF(LF.EQ.1) GOTO 323
C**********COMBINING TWO RUNS******************
IF(MF.EQ.1) THEN
CR1=CH(1)
CR2=CH(2)
XPER=PERA
DO 43 I=1,NW
XV(I)=V1(I)
XCl(I)=CX1(I)
43 XC2(I)=CX2(I)
ELSE
WRITE(9, 61) CR1,CR2,CH(1) ,CH(2)
61 FORMAT(4X,'DEGS',iX,'TIME',5X,'VEL',2X,'VOL',4X,
* A9,1X,A9,4X,A9,lX,A9,/)
PERM= (XPER+PERA)/2.
I=0
DEG=O.
TIM=0O
VA= (XV(NW) +V1 (NW))/2.
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WRITE(9,89) DEG,TIM,VA,VT(NW),XC1(NW),XC2(NW),CX1(NW),CX2(NW)
DO 47 I=1,NW
POS=REAL(KENN(I))/1200.
DEG=POS*360.
TIM=POS*PERM
VA= (XV(I)+Vl (I))/2.
47 WRITE(9,89) DEG,TIM,VA,VT(I),XC1 (I),XC2(I),CX1 (I),CX2(I)
ENDIF
89 FORMAT(2X,F5.1,F7.3,F8.3,F8.4,F10.4,F11.4,2r10.4)
GOTO 377
C**************JUST ONE FILE*************************
323 WRITE(9,921) CH(1),CH(2)
921 FORMAT(1X,'ENC POS',9X,'TIME',9X,'VELOCITY',7X,A12
*, 3X,A12,/)
TIM=0
I=0
WRITE(9,422) I,TIM,V1(NW),CX1(NW),CX2(NW)
DO 324 I=1,NW
POS=REAL(KENN((I))/1200.
TIM-POS*PERA
324 WRITE(9,422) KENN(I),TIM, V(I),CX1(I),CX2(I)
422 FORMAT(2X,I5,4F15.4)
377 CONTINUE
701 WRITE(*,485)
485 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'WANT TO RUN AGAIN?',/,9X,'1) YES',/,9X,'2) NO',/)
READ(*,*) NNN
IF(NNN.EQ.1) GOTO 83
END
C********************SUBROUTINES START HERE********************
SUBROUTINE SMOOTH(V,EX1,EX2,T,KEN,NP,VN,TN,EXIN,EX2N,KENN)
DIMENSION V(NP),T(NP),EX1 (NP) ,EX2 (NP) ,KEN(NP) ,VN(NP) ,TN(NP)
*,EXlN (NP) ,EX2N(NP), KENN (NP)
IN=NP/10.
NC=-9
KC=0O
DO 25 K=1,IN-l
NC=NC+10
VS=0.
DV=O.
DO 35 L=NC,NC+9
35 VS= VS+V(L)
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VA=VS/10.
DO 45 L=NC,NC+9
45 DV= DV+(V(L)-VA)**2
SIG3=(ABS(1./9.*DV) )**.5*2.
DO 54 L=NC,NC+9
DEV= ABS(VA-V(L))
IF (DEV.LT.SIG3) THEN
KC=KC+1
VN(KC)=V(L)
TN(KC)=T(L)
EXN (KC)=EX1(L)
EX2N (KC) =EX2 (L)
KENN (KC) =KEN (L)
ENDIF
54 CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE
DO 99 KK=1,KC
V(KK)=VN(KK)
T(KK)=TN(KK)
EX1(KK)=EXN (KK)
EX2 (KK) =EX2N (KK)
99 KEN(KK)=KENN(KK)
NP=KC
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SORT (F1,F2,F3,NP,F4,KEN)
DIMENSION F1(NP),F2(NP),F3(NP),F4(NP),KEN(NP)
IS=NP/2
100 DO 10 J=1,IS
DO 20 I=J,NP-IS
K=I
NT=KEN(I+IS)
T1=F1(I+IS)
T2=F2(I+IS)
T3=F3(I+IS)
T4=F4(I+IS)
30 IF (K.GE.J) THEN
IF(NT.GE.KEN(K)) GO TO 60
KEN (K+IS) =KEN (K)
F1(K+IS) =F1(K)
F2(K+IS) =F2(K)
F3 (K+IS) =F3 (K)
F4(K+IS) =F4(K)
K=K-IS
GOTO 30
ENDIF
60
60 KEN(K+IS)=NT
Fl(K+IS)=T1
F2(K+IS)=T2
F3(K+IS)=T3
F4(K+IS)=T4
K=K-IS
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
IS=IS/2
IF(IS.GE.1) GOTO 100
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GROUP (NP,F1,F2,F3,F4,KEN,NW, FN,F2N,F3N,F4N,KENN)
DIMENSION F1 (NP),F2(NP),F3(NP),F4(NP),KEN(NP),F1N(NP/5)
*,F2N(NP/5),F3N(NP/5),F4N(NP/5),KENN(NP/5)
NF=0
LL=0O
II=0
LW=25
NW=12 00/LW
IP=LW/2
75 II=II+1
IF(KEN(II).LE.IP) THEN
GOTO 75
ENDIF
II=II-1
DO 60 LL=1,NW-1
FlS=0
F2S=0
F3S=0
F4S=0
J=0
40 IP=IP+LW
30 II=II+1
IF(II.GT.NP) GOTO 67
IF (KEN(II).LE.IP) THEN
J=J+1
GOTO 30
ELSE
IF(J.EQ.0) THEN
NF=NF+1
KENN(LL)=IP-LW/2
GOTO 60
ENDIF
ENDIF
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67 II=II-1
IT=II-J+1
DO 80 K=IT,II
FlS=FlS+Fl (K)
F2S=F2S+F2(K)
F3S=F3S+F3(K)
80 F4S=F4S+F4 (K)
FlN (LL)=FlS/REAL(J)
F2N(LL)=F2S/REAL(J)
F3N (LL) =F3S/REAL (J)
F4N (LL) =F4S/REAL (J)
KENN (LL) =IP-LW/2
IF(NF.GT.0) THEN
IB=LL-NF
IF(IB.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'DATA TOO SPARCE'
ENDIF
SLPI=(FN (LL)-FiN(IB-1))/REAL(LW)/REAL(NF+i)
SLP2=(F2N(LL) -F2N(IB-1))/REAL(LW)/REAL(NF+1)
SLP3=(F3N(LL)-F3N(IB-1))/REAL(LW)/REAL(NF+I)
SLP4=(F4N(LL)-F4N(IB-1))/REAL(LW)/REAL(NF+I)
DO 90 K=IB,LL-1
FlN (K) =FN (K-l)) +SLP1*REAL (LW)
F2N(K)=F2N(K-1))+SLP2*REAL(LW)
F3N(K) =F3N(K-1))+SLP3*REAL(LW)
90 F4N(K)=F4N(K-l))+SLP 4*REAL(LW)
NF=0
ENDIF
60 CONTINUE
JJ=0
FlS=0
F2S=O
F3S=0
F4S=0
KENN (NW) =1200
DO 111 NN=1,NP
IF (KEN(NN).LE.LW/2.OR.KEN(NN).GE.1200-LW/2) THEN
FlS=FlS+Fl (NN)
F2S=F2S+F2 (NN)
F3S=F3S+F3(NN)
F4S=F4S+F4 (NN)
JJ=JJ+l
ENDIF
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111 CONTINUE
FiN (NW) =FlS/REAL (JJ)
F2N (NW) =F2S/REAL (JJ)
F3N(NW)=F3S/REAL(JJ)
F4N (NW) =F4S/REAL (JJ)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FORIER(N,M,TIME,X, KT,AZERO, A, B,XSIN,XCOS, LLX,FRQ)
DIMENSION X(N),KT(N),A(M),B(M),XSIN(N),XCOS(N)
PI=3.1416
SUMZ=0.0
DO 100 I=1,N
100 SUMZ=SUMZ+X(I)
AZERO--SUMZ/REAL (N)
DO 300 II=1,M
SUMS=0.0
SUMC=0.0
DO 200 I=1,N
THETA=2.*PI*REAL(KT(I)) *REAL(II)/TIME
XCOS (I) =X (I) *COS (THETA)
XSIN(I)=X(I) *SIN (THETA)
SUMS=SUMS+XSIN(I)
SUMC=SUMC+XCOS(I)
200 CONTINUE
A (II) =2. *SUMC/REAL (N)
B(II)=2.*SUMS/REAL(N)
C LLX=1 MEANS THAT HEAT FLUX DATA IS BEING DECOMPOSED. THIS *
C HEAT FLUX DATA NEEDS TO BE ADJUSTED DUE TO THE RC FILTER *
C THAT WAS CONNECTED TO THE AMPLIFIER. THE FILTER HAS A TIME *
C CONSTANT, FRC, OF 200 HZ. PHASE AND AMPLITUDE WERE ADJUSTED *
C ACCORDINGLY. *
IF (LLX.EQ.1) THEN
FRC=200
FRQ=RKAL (N) *FRQ
ZO-SQRT(A(II) **2+B(II) **2)
PO- ATAN(B(II)/A(II))
IF (A(II).LT.0..AND.B(II).GT.0.) THEN
PO=PO+PI
ENDIF
IF (A(II).LT.0..AND.B(II).LT.0.) THEN
PO=PO-PI
ENDIF
ZI= SQRT(1.+ (FRQ/FRC)**2)*ZO
PPI= PO+ ATAN(FRQ/FRC)
A(II)= ZI*COS(PPI)
B(II)= ZI*SIN(PPI)
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ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONVRT(KX1,KX2,NW,EX1,EX2,CH,BARO,HFA)
DIMENSION EX1(NW),EX2 (NW),CH(2)
CHARACTER*12 CH
JJ=1
GOTO (10,20,30,40) KX1
CH(JJ)='VOLTS'
GOTO 100
5 JJ=2
GOTO (10,20,30,40) KX2
CH(JJ)='VOLTS'
GOTO 100
10 CH(JJ)='PRESSURE'
CC=34.06621+BARO*14.696/29.92
DO 15 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2(I)= (-.00104*ABS(EX2(I))**2.+5.671395*EX2(I)+CC)*6.895
ELSE
EX1(I)= (-.00104*ABS(EX1(I))**2.+5.671395*EX1(I)+CC)*6.895
ENDIF
15 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
20 CH(JJ)='HEAT FLUX'
DO 25 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2(I)=-1./(.201*10.** (-6))*EX2(I) *3.154/HFA
ELSE
EX1(I)=-1. / (.201*10.**(-6))*EX1 (I)*3.154/HFA
ENDIF
25 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
30 CH(JJ)='TEMP (THRM)'
DO 35 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2(I)= EX2(I)*17.022525+EX2(I)**2*(-.2209724)+
* EX2(I)**3*(5.48093E-3)+ EX2(I)**4*(-5.76699E-5)
ELSE
EX1(I)= EX1(I)*17.022525+EX1(I)**2*(-.2209724)+
* EX1(I)**3*(5.48093E-3)+ EX1(I)**4*(-5.76699E-5)
ENDIF
35 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
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40 CH(JJ)='TEMP (RTD)'
DO 45 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2(I)=5./9.*(13.13337*EX2(I))-160./9.
ELSE
EX1(I)=5./9.*(13.13337*EX1(I))-160./9.
ENDIF
45 CONTINUE
100 IF (JJ.EQ.1) GOTO 5
RETURN
END
FUNCTION CURV(POS,A0,A,B,M,X)
DIMENSION A(M),B(M),X(M)
CURV=0
DO 20 I=1,M
X(I)=A(I) *COS(REAL(I) * (6.263185*POS))* + B(I)*SIN(REAL(I)*(6.263185*POS))
20 CURV=CURV+X (I)
CURV=CURV+A0
RETURN
CONTINUE
END
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A.2 Complex Nusselt Number and Phase Shift Program, 'NUC2.FOR'
C *
C THIS PROGRAM USES THE * .COF GENERATED BY SMOOTHY.FOR AND *
C DETERMINES THE COMPLEX NUSSELT NUMBER AND THE CORRESPONDING *
C PHASE SHIFT BETWEEN HEAT FLUX AND GAS-WALL TEMPERATURE *
C DIFFERENCE FOR THE FIRST FIVE HARMONICS. *
C By William A. Grassmyer *
C *
DIMENSION V(4000),P(4000),Q(4000),TC(4000),TW(4000),DT(4000)
*,DTC(4000),DTW(4000),DDT(4000),A(50),B(50),A1(50),B1(50),
*A2(50),B2 (50),A3(50),B3(50),A4 (50),B4 (50),AV(50),AV2(50),
*BV1(50) ,BV2(50),XX(50),X(50),A5(50) ,B5(50),ZQ(50),ZT(50),
*ZH(50),PQ(50), PT(50),DP(50),DPD(50),CNUR(50),CNUI(50)
CHARACTER OUT*7,VOLT*3, FL*4,PH*3, D*12
83 M=5
CP=1005.
DEN=1.141
DK= .0280
PI=3.14159
DH=.04445
QB=-1000000.
QS=1000000.
TB=-100000.
TS=100000.
DTB=-100000.
DTS=10000.
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT THE VOLTAGE OF RUN(EX 050):'
READ(*, '(A3) ') VOLT
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT HIGH OR LOWB:'
READ(*,'(A4)') FL
WRITE(*,*)
OUT=VOLT//FL
WRITE(*,*) OUT
517 FORMAT(A7)
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*) 'PHASE ANGLE (EX. 045):'
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READ(*, '(A3) ') PH
OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='C:\COEF\'//PH//'\'//OUT//'.COF',
*STATUS= 'UNKNOWN')
READ (8, ' (/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,) ')
READ(8,*) JJ,AV10,A01,A02
DO 30 I=1,5
30 READ(8,*) JJ,AV1(I),BV1(I),Al(I),Bl(I),A2(I),B2(I)
READ(8, *)
READ(8, '(A12,F7.4)') D,P1
READ (8, '(/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/)')
READ(8,*) JJ,AV20,A03,A04
DO 40 I=1,5
40 READ (8,*) JJ,AV2(I),BV2(I),A3(I),B3(I),A4(I),B4(I)
READ(8,*)
READ(8,'(A12,F7.4)') D,P2
AO= (AV10+AV20)/2.
DO 50 I=1,5
A05=A03-A04
A5(I)=A3(I)-A4(I)
B5(I)=B3(I)-B4(I)
A(I)=(AV1(I)+AV2(I))/2.
50 B(I)=(BV1(I)+BV2(I))/2.
PERA= (P1+P2)/2.
W=1./PERA
PEW=--0.
DO 12 I=1,1800
POS=REAL(I)/1800.
TIM=POS*PERA
V(I)= CURV(POS,AO,A,B,M,XX)
P(I)= CURV(POS,A01,A1,B1,M,XX)
Q(I)= CURV(POS,A02,A2,B2,M,XX)
TC(I)= CURV(POS,A03,A3,B3,M,XX)
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TW(I)= CURV(POS,A04,A4,B4,M,XX)
DT(I)=TC(I)-TW(I)
IF(TC(I) .GT.TB) THEN
TB=TC(I)
ENDIF
IF(TC(I).LT.TS) THEN
TS=TC(I)
ENDIF
IF(Q(I) .GT.QB) THEN
QB=Q(I)
MQ= I
ENDIF
IF(Q(I).LT.QS) THEN
QS=Q(I)
NQ=I
ENDIF
IF(DT(I) .GT.DTB) THEN
DTB=DT(I)
MDT=I
ENDIF
IF(DT(I).LT.DTS) THEN
DTS=DT(I)
NDT=I
ENDIF
12 CONTINUE
QMAX=REAL (MQ)/1800.*360.
QMIN=REAL (NQ)/1800. *360.
DTMX=REAL(MDT)/1800.*360.
DTMN=REAL(NDT)/1800.*360.
PSMX=DTMX-QMAX
PSMN=DTMN-QMIN
PEW=PEW/1800.
REW=W*DH**2/4./(1.566*10. **(-5))
PR =.7
PEW--REW*PR
WRITE(*,'(/,/)')
WRITE(*,*) 'FREQ= ',W
WRITE(*,*) 'PEW = ',PEW
WRITE(*,25) QB,QMAX,QS,QMIN,DTB,DTMX,DTS,DTMN
WRITE(*,26) PSMX,PSMN
25 FORMAT(/,2X,'QMAX =',F9.3,' AT ',F6.2,' DEG',/,2X,'QMIN =',
*F9.3,' AT ',F6.2,' DEG',/,2X,'DTMAX=',F9.3,' AT ',F6.2,' DEG'
*,/,2X,'DTMIN=',F9.3,' AT ',F6.2,' DEG')
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26 FORMAT(/,/,2X,'PHASE SHIFT(MAX)= ',F7.2,/,2X,
*'PHASE SHIFT(MIN)= ',F7.2)
C**************HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF Q AND DT***********************
WRITE(*,*)' HARMONIC PS(DEG) NUr NUi NUC'
DO 70 I=1,M
IF(A5(I).EQ.0.) THEN
A5(I)= 1*10.**(-4)
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR'
ENDIF
ZQ(I)= SQRT(A2(I)**2+B2(I)**2)
PQ(I)= ATAN(B2(I)/A2(I))
IF(A2(I).LT.O..AND.B2(I).GT.O.) THEN
PQ(I)=PQ(I)+PI
ENDIF
IF(A2(I).LT.0..AND.B2(I).LT.0.) THEN
PQ(I)=PQ(I)-PI
ENDIF
ZT(I)= SQRT(A5(I)**2+B5(I)**2)
PT(I)= ATAN(B5(I)/A5(I))
IF(A5(I).LT.0..AND.B5(I).GT.0.) THEN
PT(I)=PT(I)+PI
ENDIF
IF(A5(I).LT.0..AND.B5(I).LT.0.) THEN
PT(I)=PT(I)-PI
ENDIF
DP(I)= (PQ(I)-PT(I))
IF(DP(I).LT.-PI) THEN
DP(I)=2.*PI+DP(I)
ENDIF
IF (DP (I) .GT.PI) THEN
DP (I)=DP (I) -2.*PI
ENDIF
ZH(I)= ZQ(I)/ZT(I)*DH/DK
CNUR(I)= ZH(I)*COS(DP(I))
CNUI(I)= ZH(I) *SIN(DP(I))
DPD(I)=360./(2.*PI)*DP(I)
70 WRITE(*,33) I,DPD(I),CNUR(I),CNUI(I),ZH(I)
33 FORMAT(6X,I2,4F10.3)
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701 WRITE(*,485)
485 FORMAT(/,/,5X, 'WANT TO RUN AGAIN?',/,9X, '1) YES',/,9X, '2) NO',/)
READ(*,*) NNN
IF(NNN.EQ.1) GOTO 83
END
FUNCTION CURV(POS,A0,A,B,M,X)
DIMENSION A(M),B(M),X(M)
PI=3.141593
CURVO-0
DO 20 I=1,M
X(I)=A(I) *COS (REAL (I) * (2*PI*POS))* + B(I)*SIN(REAL(I)*(2*PI*POS))
20 CURV=CURV+X (I)
CURV=CURV+AO
RETURN
END
FUNCTION DCRV(POS,AO,A,B,M, DX, W)
DIMENSION A(M),B(M), DX(M)
PI=3.141593
DCRV=0O
DO 20 I=1,M
DX(I)= -A(I)*REAL(I)*2.*PI*W*SIN(REAL(I)*(2.*PI*POS))+
* B(I)*REAL(I)*2.*PI*W*COS(REAL(I)*(2.*PI*POS))
20 DCRV=DCRV+DX (I)
RETURN
END
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A.3 Turbulence Study Program, 'Turb'
c *
c This program takes the raw velocity data and compares it with *
c the smoothed velocity generated by 'smoothy4.for'. The *
c program determines the RMS velocities for 15 degree windows *
c of data. *
c By William A. Grassmyer *
c *
CHARACTER*32 INPUT,DI
CHARACTER*12 CH,DV,CR1,CR2
CHARACTER AUTO*11, RUN*5, OUT*7 ,VOLT*3, FL*4, PH*3
DIMENSION V(4000),T(4000),EX1(4000),EX2(4000),KEN(4000),CH(2),
*VN(4000), TN(4000),EXN(4000),X2N(4000),KENN(4000) ,EN(4000),
*XSIN(200),XCOS(200), A(20),B(20) ,A(20),B1(20) ,A2(20),B2(20)
*, IC(50), XX(20),Vl(361),CX1(361),CX2(361),XV(361),XC1(361),
*XC2(361) ,VS(4000), TURB(4000)
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT BAROMETRIC PRESSURE(IN. HG):'
READ(*,*) BARO
WRITE(*, *)
83 WRITE(*,14)
14 FORMAT(/,5X,'COMBINE TWO FILES?',/,9X,'1) NO',/,9X,'2) YES',/)
READ(*,*) LF
IF(LF.NE.1.AND.LF.N.2) GOTO 83
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE VOLTAGE OF RUN(EX 050):'
READ(*, ' (A3) ') VOLT
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT POSITION IN FLOW(EX 0200):'
READ(*,'(A4)') FL
WRITE(*,*)
OUT=VOLT//FL
WRITE(*,*) OUT
C WRITE(*,*)'INPUT NAME OF OUTPUT FILE(EX 0500200):'
C READ(*,517) OUT
517 FORMAT(A7)
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*) 'PHASE ANGLE:'
READ(*,'(A3)') PH
WRITE(*,*) 'DEAD VOLUME:'
READ(*,517) DV
WRITE(*,*) 'OTHER INFO ON DATA (32 CHARACTER MAX):'
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READ(*,511) DI
511 FORMAT(A32)
OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE='C:\COEF\'//PH//'\'//OUT//'.COF',
*STATUS= 'UNKNOWN ' )
OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE='C:\CYCLE\'//PH//'\'//OUT//'.DAT',
*STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='C:\TURB\'//PH//'\'//OUT//' .DAT',
*STATUS= 'UNKNOWN')
DO 377 MF=1,LF
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT NUMBER OF AUTO DIRECTORY (EX 3)'
READ(*,'(A1)') AUTO
518 FORMAT (All)
WRITE(*, *)
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT RUN NUMBER OF FILE (EX 07):'
READ(*, '(A2) ') RUN
WRITE (*, *)
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='C:\DSA4\DSADATA\ASME\AUTO'//AUTO//'\'
*//'RUN'//RUN//'\DSARAW.TXT',STATUS='OLD')
READ (3, *)
2 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'ENTER THE CORRECT #:',/,10X,'1) PRESSURE',
*/,10X,'2) HEAT FLUX',/,10X,'3) TEMP THERMOCOUPLE',/,10X
*, '4) TEMP RTD',/,lOX,'5) NO CALIBRATION')
WRITE(*, 2)
WRITE (*, 3)
3 FORMAT(/,5X,'FOR EXT INPUT #2:')
READ(*,*) KX1
4 FORMAT(/,5X,'FOR EXT INPUT #3:')
WRITE(*, 4)
READ(*,*) KX2
NP=l
5 READ(3,*,END=8) V(NP),EN(NP),EX1(NP),EX2(NP),T(NP)
NP=NP+l
GOTO 5
8 NP=NP-1
DO 88 I=1,NP
88 KEN(I)=1200-EN(I)
NOP=NP
CALL SMOOTH(V,EX1,EX2,T, KEN, NP, VN, TN, EXlN, EX2N, KENN)
C DO 27 I=1,NP
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C 27 WRITE(*,*) KENN(I),VN(I)
C PTO=NOP-NP
C WRITE(*,*) PTO,NP
C PAUSE
JT=0
DO 20 IT=2,NP
IF (KEN(IT)+10.LT.KEN(IT-1)) THEN
JT=JT+1
IC(JT)=IT
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
IF(JT.GE.2) GOTO 474
IF(JT.EQ.1) THEN
DO 59 I=IC(1),NP
IF(KEN(2).LE.KEN(I)) THEN
PERA=T (I) -T (2)
GOTO 889
ENDIF
59 CONTINUE
ENDIF
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR: ONE FULL PERIOD OF DATA WAS NOT TAKEN'
GOTO 701
474 PS=0
DO 63 I=2,JT
I1=IC(JT-1)
12=IC(JT)
PER=T (I2) -T (I1)
63 PS=PS+PER
PERA=PS/REAL(JT-1)
889 CONTINUE
C WRITE(*,*) JT
C CALL TADJ(
WRITE(*,*) 'LEAVE ME ALONE DAMMIT! IM SORTING'
CALL SORT (V, EX1, EX2, NP, T, KEN)
CALL GROUP(NP,V, EX1,EX2, T, KEN,NW, VN,EXlN, EX2N, TN,KENN)
CALL CONVRT(KX1, KX2,NW, EXIN, EX2N,CH, BARO)
M=5
T$ME=1200
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CALL FORIER(NW,M,TIME, VN, KENN,A0,A,B,XSIN,XCOS)
CALL FORIER(NW,M,TIME,EXlN,KENN,A01,Al,B1,XSIN,XCOS)
CALL FORIER(NW,M,TIME,EX2N,KENN,A02,A2,B2,XSIN,XCOS)
C* ******  * ** * ** ** ** * ****** ****** * ***** * ** ** ** *********  ******
C*******OUTPUT TO 7
716 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'DIRECTORY = AUTO',A1,' \RUN',A2,/)
WRITE(*, 716) AUTO,RUN
IF(MF.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(*,717) VOLT,FL,PH,DV,BARO,DI
ENDIF
717 FORMAT(5X,'VOLTAGE = ',A6,/,5X,'FLOW POSN = ',A6,/,5X,
*'PHASE ANGLE= ',A6,/,5X,'DEAD VOLUME= ',A10,/,5X,
*'BARO PRESS = ',F7.3,/,5X,'NOTE = ',A32)
WRITE(*,555) CH(1),CH(2)
555 FORMAT(/,/,25X,'FOURIER COEFFICIENTS',/,/,2X,'HARMONIC',8X,
*'VELOCITY',10X,A12,10X,A12,/,/,16X,'A',7X,'B',12X,'A',8X,'B',
*12X,'A',8X, 'B')
I=0
WRITE(*,566) I,AO,A01,A02
566 FORMAT(4X,I2,6X,F7.3,13X,F8.3,14X,F8.3)
DO 700 I=1,M
700 WRITE(*,699) I,A(I),B(I),Al(I),Bl(I),A2(I),B2(I)
699 FORMAT(4X,I2,6X,F7.3,2X,F7.3,4X,F8.3,2X,F8.3,4X,F8.3,2X,FB.3)
WRITE(*, 577) PERA
577 FORMAT(/,5X,'PERIOD-',F7.4,' SEC')
C************OUTPUT TO *.DAT FIE*****************************
DO 12 I=1,NW
POS=REAL(KENN(I))/1200.
TIMPOS*PERA
V1(I)= CURV(POS,AO,A,B,M,XX)
CX1(I)= CURV(POS,AO1,A1,B1,M,XX)
12 CX2(I)= CURV(POS,A02,A2,B2,M, XX)
IF(LF.EQ.1) GOTO 323
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C**********COMBINING TWO RUNS******************
IF (MF.EQ.1) THEN
CR1=CH (1)
CR2=CH (2)
XPER=PERA
DO 43 I=1,NW
XV(I)=V1 (I)
XCl (I)=CX1(I)
43 XC2(I)=CX2(I)
ELSE
WRITE(9,61) CR1,CR2,CH(1),CH(2)
61 FORMAT(4X,'ENCP',1X,'TIME,7X,'tVELI4X,
* A10,1X,A10,4X,A10,1X,A10,/)
PERM= (XPER+PERA)/2.
I=0
TIM=0
VA= (XV(NW) +V1 (NW))/2.
WRITE(9, 89) I,TIM, VA, XC1(NW),XC2(NW),CX1(NW),CX2(NW)
DO 47 I11,NW
POS=REAL (KENN (I) )/1200.
TIM=POS*PERM
VA= (XV(I)+V1(I))/2.
47 WRITE(9,89) KENN(I),TIM,VA,XC1(I),XC2(I),CX1(I),CX2(I)
ENDIF
89 FORMAT(2X,I5,F7.3,5F11.4)
GOTO 377
C**************JUST ONE FILE*************************
C**********OUTPUT TO 9********
323 WRITE(*,921) CH(1),CH(2)
921 FORMAT(1X,'ENC POS',9X,'TIME',9X,'VELOCITY',7X,A12
*,3X,A12,/)
TIM=0
I=0
WRITE(*, 422) I, TIM, Vl (NW) ,CX1 (NW) ,CX2(NW)
DO 324 I11,NW
POS=RZAL (KENN (I))/1200.
TIM=POS*PERA
324 WRITE(*,422) KENN(I),TIM,Vl(I),CX1(I),CX2(I)
422 FORMAT (2X, 15, 4F15.4)
377 CONTINUE
************************TURBULANCE STUDY*******************
585 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'TURBULANCE STUDY?',/,9X,'1) YES',/,9X,'2) NO',/)
WRITE(*, 585)
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READ(*,*) NTB
IF(NTB.EQ.2) GOTO 701
WRITE (11,716) AUTO,RUN
FRQ=1./PERA
WRITE(11,987) FRQ
987 FORMAT(5X, 'FREQUENCY= ',F7.5,' HZ',/,/)
WRITE (11, 922)
922 FORMAT(1X,'ENC POS',9X,'TIME',9X,'TURBULANCE',3X,
* 'VELOCITY REAL',3X,'VELOCITY SMTH',/)
DO 121 I=1,NP
POS=REAL(KEN(I))/1200.
TIM=POS*PERA
VS(I)= CURV(POS, AO, A, B,M, XX)
TURB (I)= V(I)-VS(I)
DEG=.30*REAL(KEN(I))
121 WRITE(11,423) DEG,TIM,TURB(I),V(I),VS(I)
423 FORMAT (2X, F5.1, 4F15.4)
701 WRITE(*,485)
485 FORMAT(/,/,5X,'WANT TO RUN AGAIN?',/,9X,'1) YES',/,9X,'2) NO',/)
READ(*,*) NNN
IF(NNN.EQ.1) GOTO 83
END
C********************SUBROUTINES START HERE************************
SUBROUTINE SMOOTH(V,EX1,EX2,T, KEN, NP, VN, TN, EXlN, EX2N, KENN)
DIMENSION V(NP),T(NP) ,EX1 (NP) ,EX2 (NP) ,KEN(NP),VN(NP), TN(NP)
*, EX1N (NP) ,EX2N(NP) , KENN(NP)
IN=NP/10.
NC=-9
KC=0
DO 25 K=i, IN-1
NC-NC+10
VS=0.
DV=0.
DO 35 L=NC,NC+9
35 VS= VS+V(L)
VA=VS/10.
DO 45 L=NC,NC+9
45 DV= DV+(V(L) -VA) **2
SIG3=(ABS(1./9.*DV) )**.5*2.
DO 54 L=NC,NC+9
DEV= ABS(VA-V(L))
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IF (DEV.LT.SIG3) THEN
KC=KC+1
VN(KC)=V(L)
TN(KC)=T(L)
EXiN (KC) =EX1 (L)
EX2N (KC) =EX2 (L)
KENN (KC) =KEN (L)
ENDIF
54 CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE
DO 99 KK=1,KC
V(KK)=VN(KK)
T(KK)=TN(KK)
EX1 (KK)=EX1N(KK)
EX2 (KK) =EX2N (KK)
99 KEN(KK)=KENN(KK)
NP=KC
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SORT (F1,F2,F3,NP,F4,KEN)
DIMENSION F1(NP),F2(NP),F3(NP),F4(NP),KEN(NP)
IS=NP/2
100 DO 10 J=1,IS
DO 20 I=J,NP-IS
K=I
NT=KEN(I+IS)
T1=F1(I+IS)
T2=F2(I+IS)
T3=F3(I+IS)
T4=F4(I+IS)
30 IF (K.GE.J) THEN
IF(NT.GE.KEN(K)) GO TO 60
KEN (K+IS) =KEN (K)
F1(K+IS) =F1(K)
F2(K+IS) =F2(K)
F3(K+IS) =F3(K)
F4(K+IS) =F4(K)
K=K-IS
GOTO 30
ENDIF
60 KEN(K+IS)=NT
Fl(K+IS)=T1
F2(K+IS)=T2
F3(K+IS)=T3
F4(K+IS)=T4
K=K-IS
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
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IS=IS/2
IF(IS.GE.1) GOTO 100
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GROUP(NP,F1,F2,F3,F4,KEN,NW,F1N,F2N,F3N,F4N,KENN)
DIMENSION F1(NP),F2(NP),F3(NP),F4(NP),KEN(NP),FlN(NP/5)
*,F2N(NP/5),F3N(NP/5),F4N(NP/5),KENN(NP/5)
NF=0
LL=0O
II=0
LW=25
NW=1200/LW
IP=LW/2
75 II=II+1
IF(KEN(II).LE.IP) THEN
GOTO 75
ENDIF
II=II-1
DO 60 LL=1,NW-1
F1S=0
F2S=0
F3S=0
F4S=0
J=0
40 IP=IP+LW
30 II=II+1
IF (KEN(II).LE.IP) THEN
J=J+1
GOTO 30
ELSE
IF(J.EQ.0) THEN
NF=NF+1
KENN (LL) =IP-LW/2
GOTO 60
ENDIF
ENDIF
II=II-1
IT=II-J+1
DO 80 K=IT,II
F1S=FlS+F1 (K)
F2S=F2S+F2 (K)
F3S=F3S+F3 (K)
80 F4S=F4S+F4 (K)
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FlN (LL) =FlS/REAL(J)
F2N(LL)=F2S/REAL(J)
F3N(LL) =F3S/REAL(J)
F4N (LL) F4S/REAL (J)
KENN (LL) =IP-LW/2
IF(NF.GT.0) THEN
IB=LL-NF
SLP= (FIN (LL) -FiN(IB-1))/REAL (LW)/REAL(NF+i)
SLP2=(F2N(LL) -F2N(IB-1))/REAL (LW)/REAL(NF+1)
SLP3=(F3N(LL)-F3N(IB-1) )/REAL(LW)/REAL(NF+l)
SLP4=(F4N(LL)-F4N(IB-1))/REAL(LW)/REAL(NF+l)
DO 90 K=IB,LL-1
FlN (K)=FN (K-l) +SLP*REAL(LW)
F2N(K) =F2N(K-) +SLP2*REAL(LW)
F3N(K)=F3N(K-) +SLP3*REAL(LW)
90 F4N(K)=F4N(K-1) +SLP4*REAL(LW)
NF=0
ENDIF
60 CONTINUE
JJ=
F1S=0
F2S=0
F3S=0
F4S=0
KENN (NW) =1200
DO 111 NN=1,NP
IF (KEN(NN).LE.LW/2.OR.KEN(NN).GE.1200-LW/2) THEN
F1S=FlS+F (NN)
F2S=F2S+F2(NN)
F3S=F3S+F3(NN)
F4S=F4S+F4(NN)
JJ=JJ+
ENDIF
111 CONTINUE
FiN (NW) FlS/REAL(JJ)
F2N (NW) =F2S/REAL (JJ)
F3N (NW) =F3S/REAL (JJ)
F4N(NW) =F4S/REAL(JJ)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FORIER(N,M,TIME,X,KT,AZERO,A,B,XSIN,XCOS)
DIMENSION X(N),KT(N),A(M),B(M) ,XSIN(N) ,XCOS (N)
PI=3.1416
SUMZ=O. 0
DO 100 I=1,N
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100 SUMZ=SUMZ+X(I)
AZERO=SUMZ/REAL(N)
DO 300 II=1,M
SUMS= 0.0
SUMC=O.O
DO 200 I=1,N
THETA=2. *PI*REAL (KT(I)) *REAL(II)/TIME
XCOS (I) =X (I) *COS (THETA)
XSIN(I)=X(I)*SIN(THETA)
SUMS=SUMS+XSIN(I)
SUMC=SUMC+XCOS(I)
200 CONTINUE
A(II) =2.*SUMC/REAL(N)
B(II)=2.*SUMS/REAL(N)
300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONVRT(KXl,KX2,NW,EXl,EX2,CH,BARO)
DIMENSION EX1(NW),EX2 (NW) ,CH(2)
CHARACTER*12 CH
JJ=l
GOTO (10,20,30,40) KX1
CH(JJ)='VOLTS'
GOTO 100
5 JJ=2
GOTO (10,20,30,40) KX2
CH(JJ)='VOLTS'
GOTO 100
10 CH(JJ)=' PRESSURE'
CC=34.06621+BARO*14.696/29.92
DO 15 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2(I)= -.00104*ABS(EX2(I))**2.+5.671395*EX2(I)+CC
ELSE
EX1(I)= -.00104*ABS(EX1(I))**2.+5.671395*EX1(I)+CC
ENDIF
15 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
20 CH(JJ)='HEAT FLUX'
DO 25 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2 (I)=200./.222*EX2 (I) *3.154
ELSE
EX1(I)=200./.222*EX1(I)*3.154
ENDIF
25 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
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30 CH(JJ)='TEMP (THRM)'
DO 35 =1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2(I)= EX2(I)*17.022525+EX2(I)**2*(-.2209724)+
* EX2(I)**3*(5.48093E-3)+ EX2(I)**4*(-5.76699E-5)
ELSE
EX1(I)= EX1(I)*17.022525+EX1(I)**2*(-.2209724)+
* EX1(I)**3*(5.48093E-3)+ EX1(I)**4*(-5.76699E-5)
ENDIF
35 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
40 CH(JJ)='TEMP (RTD)'
DO 45 I=1,NW
IF(JJ.EQ.2) THEN
EX2 (I) =13. 13337*EX2 (I)
ELSE
EX1(I)=13.13337*EX1(I)
ENDIF
45 CONTINUE
100 IF (JJ.EQ.1) GOTO 5
RETURN
END
FUNCTION CURV(POS,A0,A,B,M,X)
DIMENSION A(M),B(M),X(M)
CURV=O
DO 20 I1,M
X(I)=A(I) *COS(REAL(I) *(6.263185*POS))
* + B(I)*SIN(REAL(I)*(6.263185*POS))
20 CURV=CURV+X(I)
CURV=CURV+AO
RETURN
END
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Appendix B
Baseline Data
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Run # 'P freq (Hz) ,Pe_ rv Nu,(lst) A4(lst) Nu,(2nd) A4(2nd)
T1RUN07/06 0 0.376 8.30 2.0 30.40 -20.68 87.77 -20.84
T1RUN08/09 0 0.564 12.46 2.0 39.46 -49.19 68.57 -36.75
T1RUN11/1O 0 0.759 16.75 2.0 49.30 -51.89 59.05 -30.08
T1RUN12/13 0 0.879 19.81 2.0 81.02 -52.40 118.96 -29.34
T1RUN14/15 0 1.293 28.54 2.0 138.96 -44.75 129.69 -27.48
T1RUN16/17 0 1.626 35.90 2.0 151.77 -34.43 162.61 -20.15
T1RUN18/19 0 2.497 55.12 2.0 195.96 -17.21 246.08 -13.01
T1RUN21/20 0 3.411 75.32 2.0 264.90 -7.90 309.93 -0.61
T1RUN22123 0 4.120 91.14 2.0 270.11 2.29 212.83 3.97
T1RUN25/24 0 5.273 116.42 2.0 371.29 5.46 1166.70 -11.06
T1RUN26/27 0 6.250 138.21 2.0 599.76 14.33 207.41 23.48
T1RUN29/28 0 7.054 155.76 2.0 694.52 29.81 287.76 8.51
T1RUN55/56 45 0.189 4.16 1.9 19.26 -5.72 32.26 -17.70
TlRUN58/57 45 0.358 7.91 1.9 23.99 -13..03 48.09 -3.41
T1RUN62/61 45 0.464 10.26 1.9 34.67 -5.87 52.26 1.33
T1RUN63/64 45 0.593 13.09 1.9 42.96 -3.94 77.31 3.24
T1RUN66/65 45 0.731 16.13 1.9 60.77 -4.07 95.03 -0.22
T1RUN67/68 45 0.841 18.57 1.9 84.02 -5.54 98.58 4.71
T1RUN70/69 45 0.904 19.94 1.9 77.09 1.52 117.12 5.64
T1RUN43/44 45 1.660 36.65 1.9 179.53 3.74 160.72 11.77
T1RUN46/45 45 2.587 57.11 1.9 221.71 14.83 268.09 16.39
T1RUN47/48 45 3.414 75.37 1.9 284.43 26.96 366.75 31.55
T1RUN50/49 45 4.178 92.25 1.9 386.65 35.95 412.77 44.95
T1RUN51/52 45 4.744 104.74 1.9 418.22 42.74 408.78 87.90
T1RUN54/53 45 5.271 116.39 1.9 490.02 51.12 434.04 53.20
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